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TO UNDERSTAND, YOU MUST LISTEN Eurovema is a technical aids

company with its own development and manufacturing facilities in Sweden.
We are good at listening. Our proximity to users and colleagues within the
technical aids sector provides us with unique opportunities to develop
technical aids and to make personal adaptations. We are an experienced
and long-term actor and our company is based on business acumen and
respect for the individual. When you contact our staff, you are met by
professionalism and an understanding of how life is for users, relatives,
consultants, prescribers and technical aid technicians. With great commitment, we create new mobility and ergonomics for users of all ages. Power
wheelchairs, work chairs, strollers and rollators which have all been tested
by accredited national and international testing institutes for aspects such
as EMC, durability, fire and collision.

Eurovema's products are developed and
manufactured at our factory in Gislaved,
Sweden. Components and spare parts
are also manufactured as far as possible
by local subcontractors. Our comprehensive approach covers the entire development and manufacturing process, which
gives our clients great flexibility and
short lead times.
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ABOUT EUROVEMA
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FR E E D OM OF M OV E M E NT F O R A L L . With a physical disability, the

least little movement becomes important. All capabilities and possibilities
most be used and developed. Eurovema's products are developed in Sweden
and have been produced in collaboration with users, researchers and
professionals throughout the entire healthcare chain. With our products
and solutions, we want to contribute to increased mobility; not just physical
but also social mobility. Our Euroflex, Alvema and Volaris brands offer
mobility for everybody – from children to adults and seniors – with many
opportunities for individual adaptation. Eurovema's sustainability perspective covers both people and the environment and we constantly attempt to
minimise our environmental impact at all stages. Accepting responsibility
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Eurovema's wide range of technical
aids can be adapted and specially
customised at the individual level.
All adaptations are made in close
dialogue with users, relatives, consultants, prescribers and technical
aid technicians. Read more about our
adaptations on pages 6–7.
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A good technical aid does not just
provide increased mobility; it should
also have good ergonomics and reduce
the risk of strain injuries while sitting
still and in other static positions. We
always put safety first and our products are CE marked.
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A. Example of diagnoses: Rheumatic diseases, arthritis, minor neurological complaints, pain, dizziness, back problems.
B. Example of diagnoses: Stroke and other neurological injuries and
diseases, severe pain and impaired general health.
C. Example of diagnoses: Neurological injuries and diseases such as
CP, ALS, MS, stroke and traumatic brain injury.
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PRODUCT PROGRAMME

Euroflex offers a wide range of work chairs and power
wheelchairs for indoor and outdoor use. The chairs
are developed and manufactured by Eurovema in
Sweden and can be adapted or specially customised
based on the user's needs and wishes. Combined with
our seat system, Euroflex provides optimum mobility,
ergonomics and comfort.

Alvema is our much appreciated range of technical
aids for children and young people. Flexible, compact
strollers and walking aids with intelligent functions
and high safety levels that make life easier. The
range also includes several collision tested models.
All of our products are developed and manufactured
by Eurovema in Sweden and can be adapted to user
needs.

S E AT S Y S T E M S F O R C O M F O R T & E R G O N O M I C S

Sitting for a long time puts a heavy burden on the
body and sets high requirements for seat ergonomics. Eurovema's various seat systems have
been developed to provide good comfort levels and
reduce the risks of injury. Our seat systems, which
are combined with our power chairs and work
chairs, meet many different needs and can, among
other things, compensate for physical disability.
Our seat systems are available in several sizes and
models. A broad programme of accessories enables
individual adaptations for comfort and safety. Of
course everybody is unique, but the illustration on
the left gives a good idea of which seat system is
suitable for different physical disabilities.

Volaris is a complete series of rollators and includes
everything from small, flexible travel and indoor rollators to child rollators as well as outdoor solutions
and robust rollators for users with special needs. All
of the models are characterised by a very high level
of comfort, with excellent steering and obstruction
clearance. Volaris is developed and manufactured by
Eurovema in Sweden in accordance with applicable
standards.
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C U S T O M M A D E B Y E U R O V E M A . We don't squeeze every individual

into one model. Eurovema's wide range offers functionality for a variety
of users. However, what makes us special is our ability to make unique
adaptations for each individual.
Because we have our development, manufacturing
and workshop facilities close to our users, here in
Sweden, we can adapt our products as requested.
Nothing is too much work or too difficult. With us,
you will be met by enthusiasm and we love challenges!
With our experience and knowledge of our own products, we know how big a difference an adaptation
can make and we are always ready to try out new
ideas. However, we are also honest about what is

1. Needs and solutions are discussed
with the user, prescriber and Technical Aid Centre.
2. Risk analysis. Proposal and sketches.
3. Individual testing.
4. Adaptation in Eurovema's workshop.
5. Inspection and marking.
6. Delivery with final inspection by
personal specialist.
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possible, and we never put the user's safety at risk.
Eurovema's adaptations are carried out under strict,
controlled conditions in our own workshop, where
we are responsible for the documentation. We think
that a technical aid should make life easier, so we
take great care with function and finish. Because our
suppliers are nearby, we can provide great service
even when the deadlines are tight.

CUSTOM MADE BY EUROVEMA

A D A P TAT I O N S

We provide prompt and effective service when you
need help with simple adaptations. And of course no
one knows our products as well as we do! With our
knowledge of design and tests – and with drawings
and spare parts in stock – we can easily respond to
questions and make changes. Our knowledgeable
sales people are your reliable contact.

meeting the user at the Technical Aid Centre to discuss desires and possible solutions. Our technicians
work out a solution that also includes a risk analysis. After a further test, we carry out the special
customisation by hand in our workshop. The unique
technical aid is then delivered to the user along with
the documentation.
CENTRE OF COMPETENCE

CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS

We also carry out advanced adaptations for users
who, for example, want to use their technical aid
while lying down or standing. Safety and stability are
not jeopardised as long as the technical aid is used
in accordance with our instructions. A customised
solution starts with Eurovema's product specialist

Our adaptations are made in close dialogue with the
user and the Technical Aid Centre staff. Regardless
of whether all the work is done at the Technical Aid
Centre or at Eurovema, we use our expertise at every
stage along the way. We always adapt our service to
the needs of the user and the technical aid business.

Each product that is
adapted or specially
customised is labelled
Custom Made by
Eurovema. The product
is also accompanied by
information about the
adaptation.
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SitRite seat system

Euroflex seat system

Our seat systems are designed to provide
comfort and to prevent risks arising from sitting
still for a long time. Sitting still for many hours
at a time puts a great burden on the human
body and that sets high requirements for seat ergonomics. Our seat systems are combined with our
power wheelchair chassis and work chair chassis and satisfy a diversity of needs in order to compensate for physical disability, e.g. in the case of stroke, arthritis and other injuries and diseases. The
seat systems are available in several seat and back sizes and have a number of accessories allowing
them to be adapted to each individual.

SitRite - seat system

SitRite is a new addition to Eurovema's product
range for children and adults that meets users'
needs for a chair that gives more. SitRite is
designed to provide additional support and
comfort. The stable sitting position increases
the user's ability to maintain a good posture,
and optimises the use of the arms and head.
SitRite is anatomically designed. SitRite
provides ergonomic benefits with regard to
posture and pressure distribution.
SitRite seat system

Back, complete
Part number
			
			

SitRite seat system
Back
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ABC
(Child/
Junior)

Adult

224575-2732

30x37 cm

224575-3640

37x43 cm

224525-3640
224525-4245
224525-4550

37x43 cm
42x45 cm
47x47 cm

The SitRite seat system can be combined with Eurovema's other backs and other manual, child and motorised chassis. The upholstery is in black Atlantic. Seat covers with incontinence protection are available
for all sizes.

Seat

The SitRite seat's advantages are hidden beneath
the surface in its double foam cushioning. The
two parts have different densities and are formed
to give the firmness and cushioning the back and
thighs need. The harder base foam provides the
positioning characteristics, which is to say helps
hold the pelvis in a good position. The softer surface foam evens out pressure distribution and is
denser under the backside than under the thighs.
The form and density combine to provide comfort
and stability and facilitate aspects such as
balance, backbone posture and hand control.
The seat consists of:
• seat cavity
• anatomically formed femur support
• side support for the thighs
• side support for the pelvis
• space for protruding sacrum and coccyx
• pressure distribution properties

Back

The SitRite back has an ergonomic form that
supports most of the trunk without impairing arm
movement. Pressure is distributed over a large
area, and the trunk is also supported at the sides,
which enhances comfort, increases stability and
reduces tiredness when the user has a reduced
sitting capability. When the trunk is stable, the
user is better able to control head and hand
movement.
The back consists of:
• a rounded form to provide sideways support
• support for the upper part of the ileum, back
wards and sideways
• space for the sacrum
• individually adjustable support for the curve of
the back (option)
• free space for arm movement
• upper back support

SitRite seat system

Seat angle or, alternatively, seat tilt. Manual
or electrical. (Picture shows seat tilt)

Combination agreements are available for the use
of posture aids and head supports.
External
dimensions

User size

624570-2732		
624570-3236		
624570-3640		
624570-4040		
624570-4045		

32x35 cm
35x39 cm
39x43 cm
43x43 cm
43x48 cm

29x32 cm
32x36 cm
36x40 cm
40x40 cm
40x45 cm

Adjustable 30°
Adjustable 30°
Adjustable 30°
Adjustable 30°
Adjustable 30°

-18 - +18°
-18 - +18°
-18 - +18°
-18 - +18°
-18 - +18°

19-25*, 0-24 cm**
19-25*, 0-24 cm**
19-25*, 0-24 cm**
19-25*, 0-24 cm**
19-25*, 0-24 cm**

624520-4040		
624520-4045		
624520-4545		
624520-4550		
624520-5050		

43x43 cm
43x48 cm
48x48 cm
48x53 cm
53x53 cm

40x40 cm
40x45 cm
45x45 cm
45x50 cm
50x50 cm

Adjustable 30°
Adjustable 30°
Adjustable 30°
Adjustable 30°
Adjustable 30°

-20 - 0°
-20 - 0°
-20 - 0°
-20 - 0°
-20 - 0°

19-25*, 0-24 cm**
19-25*, 0-24 cm**
19-25*, 0-24 cm**
19-25*, 0-24 cm**
19-25*, 0-24 cm**

Seat
Part number

* Armrest Forma
** Armrest Classic pur

All seat sizes are available with stiff foam.
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Classic seat system
12

Classic – seat system

Seat angle or, alternatively, seat tilt. Manual or
electric. (Picture manual seat angle)

Classic is a seat system designed for users with
reduced walking capacity with moderate impairment in trunk stability. The seat is slightly
rounded with a so-called seat cavity. The back
support provides good support in the small of
the back and is available in various sizes. The
ergonomically designed seat unit provides both
the correct posture and comfort. Coxitis seats
for users with hip joint problems provide optimal
comfort. Backs in several different models. Seat
angling as standard. The seat depth and back
height are adjustable.
It is possible to equip the unit with electrical
functions such as tilt and adjustable back
angle. Flexible settings and a wide range of
accessories makes it easy to create a wellfunctioning seat position.

Classic Low

Classic High

35x30 cm

-20 - 0°

0-26 cm

40-59 cm

40x40 cm

Adjustable 30°

35x44 cm

-20 - 0°

0-26 cm

40-59 cm

40x43 cm

Adjustable 30°

40x30 cm

-20 - 0°

0-26 cm

40-59 cm

40x46 cm

Adjustable 30°

		

-20 - 0°

0-26 cm

40-59 cm

43x43 cm

Adjustable 30°

40x44 cm

-20 - 0°

0-26 cm

40-59 cm

46x46 cm

Adjustable 30°

		

-20 - 0°

0-26 cm

40-59 cm

49x51 cm

Adjustable 30°

A unique patented seat cushion that consists of two moulded
foam parts with different hardnesses which means that they
mould themselves to the shape of the pelvis. The firm lower
cushion provides support under the thighs so the pressure
is distributed more uniformly and stops the user from sliding
forwards in the chair. The softer upper cushion provides comfort and relief for the seat bones (pressure relief).

Forma – back

Seat angle or, alternatively, seat tilt.
Manual or electric. (Picture manual seat
angle)

Comfort = Forma Standard + Comfort

Standard
37x23 cm		

The unique back support system is expandable in sections.
Distance in height and depth as well as angle can be
varied to provide the best possible comfort and maximum
stability for the user. The lower segment of the back support supports the pelvis and lower back without obstructing freedom of movement. It can be combined with an
upper segment that is completely adjustable in relation to
the others, which provides optimal adjustability for people
with increased thoracic kyphosis.

Forma seat system

Forma – seat

Active = Forma Standard + Active

-20 - 0°

19-25 cm

38-52 cm

45x45 cm

Adjustable 30°

Standard + Comfort
37x48 cm		
-20 - 0°

19-25 cm

38-52 cm

40x40 cm

Adjustable 30°

Standard + Active
37x46 cm		
-20 - 0°

19-25 cm

38-52 cm

40x45 cm

Adjustable 30°

		
-20 - 0°
19-25 cm
38-52 cm
50x50 cm
Adjustable 30°
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Comfort seat system

Comfort - seat system

The Comfort seat has been developed for those
using their wheelchairs for long periods. The
already good seating comfort has been further
improved with the Comfort seat unit.
The Eurovema Comfort seat in leather with
comprehensive support for the whole body
means that good comfort is maintained
throughout the day. The seat is available in four
widths and with a low or high back. The seat
depth is continuously adjustable to a full 60 cm,
so even long-legged users can find a comfortable seat position. Seat settings such as back
angle, tilt and footrests can be adjusted electrically as an option, whereas electrical seat
height adjustment is standard.
Possible to angle the top section separately.

Comfort Low

Comfort High

40x51 cm
		
45x51 cm

-11- +20°

10-39 cm

46-56 cm

40x(40-60) cm*Adjustable 22°

-11- +20°

10-39 cm

46-56 cm

45x(40-60) cm* Adjustable 22°

53x51 cm

-11- +20°

10-39 cm

46-56 cm

53x(40-60) cm* Adjustable 22°

Junior:			
40x45 cm
-4- +20°
10-39 cm

Junior:		 Junior:				
37-47 cm 40x(30-45) cm* Adjustable 22°

					* The seat depth is continuously adjustable
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The ABC chair has been developed to provide
physically disabled children with the best
possible posture for the different activities of
the day such as in school, at home, when eating
and when playing. The Flexbase chassis ensures
stable contact with the floor. A broad range of
accessories and easily applied functional settings
make it easy to adapt ABC chairs to the needs of
the individual child.

Manual tilt as standard

ABC SitRite (see dimensions pages 10-11)

ABC seat system

ABC seat system

ABC Pear shaped

28x20 cm

-18- +18°

0-15 cm

33-50 cm

32x36 cm

Adjustable 40°

28x33 cm

-18- +18°

0-15 cm

33-50 cm

36x40 cm

Adjustable 40°

32x20 cm

-18- +18°

0-15 cm

33-50 cm

40x40 cm

Adjustable 40°

32x35 cm

-18- +18°

0-15 cm

33-50 cm		

Adjustable 40°

32x40 cm

-18- +18°

0-15 cm

33-50 cm 		

Adjustable 40°
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Seat system Heavy Duty

Heavy Duty - seat system

Euroflex Heavy Duty is a work chair developed
for extremely large and heavy persons with
physical disability. The chair is built to manage
user weights up to 260 kg. Heavy Duty has
double electric lift actuators, reinforced seat
cross and double back tubes. The substantial
chassis has electric 4-wheel brakes as standard.

Double steel tube

Heavy Duty

16

Heavy Duty wide

55x35 cm

-3- +3°

8-27 cm

55-89 cm

60x45 cm

Adjustable 22°

65x35 cm

-3- +3°

8-27 cm

55-89 cm

70x50 cm

Adjustable 22°
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Miniflex

Miniflex is an electrically powered indoor
wheelchair with minimal external dimensions.
Many clients particularly appreciate the Mini
flex's simple and reliable design, with its flexi
bility and small format. Miniflex has front wheel
drive and the slightly larger drive wheels mean
it is possible to cross thresholds easily; the
small size of the Miniflex also makes it possible
to get close to tables or work surfaces. The 		
jointed rear wheel pair ensures the wheelchair
is always in contact with the floor.
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Miniflex SitRite
A
56 kg
140 kg
82 cm
					

53-78 cm +5 cm*
47-65 cm +5 cm*

Miniflex Comfort
A
76 kg
125 kg
82 cm
					

54-79 cm +5 cm*
48-51 cm +5 cm*

Miniflex Classic
A
54 kg
140 kg
82 cm
					

49-74 cm +5 cm*
43-61 cm +5 cm*

Miniflex Forma
A
56 kg
140 kg
82 cm
					

52-77 cm +5 cm*
46-64 cm +5 cm*

* Continuously adjustable

Miniflex
Miniflex SitRite

Miniflex Comfort

Miniflex Classic

Miniflex Forma

57 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

120 cm

57 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

120 cm

57 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

120 cm

57 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

120 cm
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Flexmobil
20

Flexmobil is our centrally
steered, six-wheel power
wheelchair for indoor use. The
central steering gives a minimal turning circle and makes
it easy for the user to control
the front as well as the rear
section of the power wheelchair. It is appreciated for its
quiet running and because it
runs smoothly over thresholds
and uneven surfaces. With
its six wheels, it is even more
secure in terms of tipping over
and this makes it suitable for
heavy users and users who
need to vary the seat position
a lot by tilting the seat.

Flexmobil SitRite
A
76 kg
140 kg
82 cm
					

52-77 cm +5 cm*
46-64 cm +5 cm*

Flexmobil Comfort
A
96 kg
125 kg
82 cm
					

51-76 cm +5 cm*
46-64 cm +5 cm*

Flexmobil Classic
A
74 kg
140 kg
82 cm
					

48-73 cm +5 cm*
42-60 cm +5 cm*

Flexmobil Forma
A
76 kg
140 kg
82 cm
					

51-76 cm +5 cm*
45-63 cm +5 cm*

* Continuously adjustable

Flexmobil
Flexmobil SitRite

Flexmobil Comfort

Flexmobil Classic

Flexmobil Forma

57 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

96 cm

57 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

96 cm

57 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

96 cm

57 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

96 cm
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Reflex

reflex
The Reflex Back Wheel Drive
indoor chassis, which is small,
flexible and easy to handle
with good driving characteristics. The newly developed
chassis with flex function
absorbs unevenness and
provides extra security on
uneven surfaces. Electrical
seat lift as standard, actuator
at various heights to suit the
user's special needs. Compatible with all Euroflex seat
systems.
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Reflex SitRite
A
60 kg
140 kg
82 cm
					

52-77 cm +4 cm*
46-64 cm +4 cm*

Reflex Comfort
A
82 kg
125 kg
82 cm
					

51-76 cm +4 cm*
46-64 cm +4 cm*

Reflex Classic
A
58 kg
140 kg
82 cm
					

48-73 cm +4 cm*
42-60 cm +4 cm*

Reflex Forma
A
60 kg
140 kg
82 cm
					

51-76 cm +4 cm*
45-63 cm +4 cm*

* Continuously adjustable

Reflex
Reflex SitRite

Reflex Comfort

Reflex Classic

Reflex Forma

59 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

130 cm

59 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

130 cm

59 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

130 cm

59 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

130 cm
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DX Compact

One of the smallest wheelchairs on the market for outdoor use. Our unique bogie
chassis provides excellent
user comfort and good accessibility outdoors.
The DX Compact, with its
minimal chassis, strong
motors and large inflated
drive wheels, is ideal for those
requiring a power wheelchair
for both indoor and outdoors
use in the same chair. Seat lift
as standard. Electrical tilt/
back as well as electrical footrest are possible options.
The DX is collision tested
for transport in vehicles in
accordance with ISO 717619:2008.

DX Compact SitRite
B
111 kg
140 kg
87 cm
51-69 cm +5 cm*
						
DX Compact Comfort
B
132 kg
125 kg
87 cm
54-72 cm +5 cm*
					
DX Compact Classic
B
109 kg
140 kg
87 cm
45-63 cm +5 cm*
					
DX Compact Forma

B

111 kg

140 kg

87 cm

48-66 cm +5 cm*
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* Continuously adjustable

DX Compact
DX Compact SitRite

DX Compact Comfort

DX Compact Classic

DX Compact Forma

65 cm

50 km

<8 km/h

6.5 cm

117 cm

65 cm

50 km

<8 km/h

6.5 cm

117 cm

65 cm

50 km

<8 km/h

6.5 cm

117 cm

65 cm

50 km

<8 km/h

6.5 cm

117 cm
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Work Chairs SitRite/Forma
26

Our work chairs meet a diversity of needs
thanks to many possible combinations. All of
our chairs provide stability, safety and comfort.
By combining chassis, seat system and electrical
functions, we can offer a chair that makes life
easier whether the need is for a simple or an advanced chair. For minor disabilities and for use in
clinics, we can provide chair solutions that combine the necessary functions with flexible adjustment
options and, in the case of extensive physical disability, we provide seat systems that meet high
requirements for seat ergonomics, which can be equipped with many accessories and optional functions.

SitRite

Gas 23 kg
El 31 kg

140 kg

58 cm

Forma

Gas 23 kg
El 31 kg

140 kg

58 cm

SitRite with chassis mounted brake.
SitRite is the seat system for users with the
highest requirements for good seat ergonomics.
The seat is built up in a unique way, with two
layers of foam that provide comfort and support
due to their anatomical shape.

Seat mounted brake. Front wheel brakes are
standard.

Work Chairs SitRite/Forma

Coxitis seats are also available
as an option. Also alternative
backs.

Forma is a seat system where the seat is built
up from two layers of foam with different hardnesses, which means that it moulds itself to
the shape of the pelvis. The lower segment of
the back support supports the pelvis and lower
back without obstructing freedom of movement. It can be combined with an upper segment that is completely adjustable in relation to
the others, which provides optimal adjustability
for people with increased thoracic kyphosis.

60 cm
100-150 mm
			

Gas 43.5-59.5 +5 cm**, 48.5-68.5 +2 cm**
El 49-74 cm +3 cm*, 41-58 cm +2 cm*

60 cm
100-125 mm
			

Gas 43.5-59.5 cm +5 cm**, 48.5-68.5 +2 cm**
El 49-74 cm +3 cm*, 41-58 cm +2 cm*

* Continuously adjustable. ** The gas piston is available in different lengths.
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Work Chairs Classic/Basic
28

Euroflex Basic/Classic is a work chair developed for people with physical disability. The
flexible chassis together with low friction
wheels provides extra space for the feet and it
is easy to kick forward while sitting in the chair.
The ergonomically designed seat unit provides both comfort and the correct posture. Sitting and
standing up are made easier by centrally locked back wheels and seat angle that come as standard
on the chair. The flexible settings and wide range of accessories make it easy to create a work chair
that functions well on the basis of the individual's needs. The chair is modular and it can be combined into many different configurations.

Classic

Gas 24 kg
El 32 kg

140 kg

58 cm

Basic

Gas 23 kg
El 31 kg

140 kg

57 cm

Classic

Work Chairs Classic/Basic

Coxitis seats are also available as
an option. Also alternative backs.

Basic

58 cm
100-150 mm
			

Gas 42.5-58.5 cm +7 cm**, 47.5-67.5 +2 cm**
El 48-73 cm +3 cm*, 40-57 cm +8 cm*

61 cm
100-150 mm
			

Gas 42.5-58.5 cm +9 cm**, 47.5-67.5 +2 cm**
El 48-73 cm +3 cm*, 40-57 cm +6 cm*

* Continuously adjustable. ** The gas piston is available in different lengths.
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Work Chair Heavy Duty

Euroflex Heavy Duty is a work chair developed
for large and heavy individuals with physical
disability. The chair is designed to accommodate
users weighing up to 260 kg, and has a double
electric lift actuator, reinforced seat cross and
double back tubes. The substantial chassis has 4-wheel brakes as standard. If you choose a chair
with electric lift, electric brakes are also included.

Heavy Duty

30

Gas 42 kg
El 53 kg

260 kg
260 kg

70 cm
70 cm

Work Chair Heavy Duty
60 cm
60 cm

100-150 mm
100-150 mm

* Continuously adjustable.

47-62 cm +9 cm*
46-64 cm +9 cm*
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Clinic chair

The clinic chair is a chair that can be used,
for example, at eye and ear clinics to make
patient examinations more effective. Thanks
to its many adjustment options, it provides 		
good ergonomics for doctors and nurses as
well as patients. With its simple and functional controls, it meets the need for quick adjustments.
The artificial leather upholstery also makes it easy to keep clean. Available in several colours and
materials.

Clinic

32

El 28 kg

140 kg

58 cm

Clinic chair

Remote control accessory

Foot control accessory

Foot brake

Clinic

60 cm
100-150 mm
El 39.5-56.5 cm +2 cm*, 47.5-72.5 cm +3 cm*
			

* Continuously adjustable
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ABC
34

The ABC power child/junior wheelchair for 		
indoor use has been developed to provide
good freedom of movement. The seat has
been developed to provide physically disabled
children with a good posture for the different
activities of the day at school/nursery, at meal times and when playing. A broad range of accessories
and easy functional settings make it easy to adapt the ABC seat to the needs of each individual child.

Miniflex ABC/SitRite A
56 kg
80 kg
82 cm
					

51-76 cm +5 cm*
45-63 cm +5 cm*

Flexmobil ABC/SitRite A
76 kg
80 kg
82 cm
					

59-84 cm +7 cm*
54-62 cm +7 cm*

Reflex ABC/SitRite
A
60 kg
80 kg
82 cm
					

59-84 cm +4 cm*
54-62 cm +4 cm*

* Continuously adjustable

ABC
Miniflex ABC

Flexmobil ABC

Reflex SitRite ABC

Reflex ABC

57 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

120 cm

57 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

96 cm

59 cm

8.5 h

4 km/h

3 cm

130 cm
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ABC
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ABC manual - the chair has been developed to
provide physically disabled children/juniors 		
with a good posture for the different activities
of the day in school, at in school/nursery, when
eating and when playing. A broad range of
accessories and easy functional settings make it easy to adapt the ABC chair to the needs of each
individual child. Flexbase - the chassis ensures safe and stable contact with the floor.

ABC

Gas 21 kg
El 29 kg

80 kg

58 cm

ABC SitRite

Gas 28 kg
El 28 kg

80 kg

58 cm

ABC
Manual tilt as standard

ABC

Foot brake

ABC SitRite

58 cm
100-150 mm
			

Gas 45.5-61.5 cm +5 cm**, 50.5-70.5 +2 cm**
El 50.5-75.5 cm + 3 cm*, 42.5-60.5 cm +2 cm*

60 cm
100-150 mm
			

Gas 46-62 cm +5 cm**, 51-71 +2 cm
El 51.5-76.5 cm +3 cm*, 43.5-61.5 cm +2 cm*

* Continuously adjustable. ** The gas piston is available in different lengths.
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Friend

Friend, our new chassis, is a welcome new 		
product for children. Friend has extra options
for adjusting the seat height to enable children
to participate at home, in preschool and at
school, since it can be lowered to floor level
and up to the height of a workbench. The seat height is easily adjusted, electrically or manually, to
give increased opportunities for play, communication, eye contact and to develop independence. For
carers, Friend provides good ergonomics during meal times, exercise, care and transfers.

Friend
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Gas 26 kg

50 kg

68 cm

Friend
93 cm

100 mm

* Continuously adjustable

30-71 cm*
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259001-2004

269001-2010

274001-2103V, H etc.

274001-4300V, H

224001-2019 etc.

269001-2000

299001-8000V, H

224001-2006, 224001-2007

80151226, 80151227

224001-4100V, H

224001-2104V, H

299001-9000V, H

224001-2400V, H

224001-2035

699102-8000, 624102-8000

259001-2004
269001-2010
274001-2103V
274001-2103H
274001-2003V
274001-2003H
274001-4300V
274001-4300H
224001-2019
274001-2005
274001-2105
269001-2000
40 299001-8000V
299001-8000H

Foot plate cpl./part Universal DX
Foot plate complete or cpl. length 		
com. Cros
Footrest ABC long left
Footrest ABC long right
Footrest ABC short left
Footrest ABC short right
Knee stop complete ABC, left
Knee stop complete ABC, right
Foot plate complete adjustable 		
joint/plate Cog
Foot plate ABC short
Foot plate ABC long
Foot plate completely electric cpl. 24V
Electrical footrest complete left
Electrical footrest complete right

224001-2006
224001-2007
80151226
80151227
224001-4100V
224001-4100H
224001-2104V
224001-2104H
299001-9000V
299001-9000V
224001-2400V
224001-2400H
224001-2035
699102-8000
624102-8000

Footrest, separate, pair without combi
Footrest, separate short, pair with		
out combi
Amputated leg support Etac right
Amputated leg support Etac left
Footrest adapter Etac, left
Footrest adapter Etac, right
Footrest Etac complete left
Footrest Etac complete right
Electric footrest Minicrosser cpl. left
Electric footrest Minicrosser cpl. right
Footrest Etac incl. calf platform, left
Footrest Etac incl. calf platform, right
Foot rail complete
Actuator for tilt cross, 24V 50 mm
Actuator for tilt cross, 12V 50 mm

231010-4001V, H

231010-4000V, H

634001-4004

634001-4000

624001-4060

624001-4007, 624001-4004-S

224099-4070

624001-4016

624002-4004

269101-4000V, H

299001-4020V, H

810000-3007, 810000-3008

231010-4001V
231010-4001H
231010-4000V
231010-4000H
634001-4004
634001-4000
624001-4060
624001-4007
624001-4004-S
224099-4070
624001-4016

Armrest Forma complete soft, left
Armrest Forma complete soft, right
Armrest Forma complete left
Armrest Forma complete right
Armrest soft child, 25 cm
Armrest plate, child 25 cm froli
Armrest plate, polyurethane with 		
plush
Soft armrest platform, length 40 cm
Soft armrest platform 30 cm skai
Armrest, hemiplegia sufferers, soft skai
Armrest platform adult (froli)

624002-4004
269101-4000V
269101-4000H
299001-4020V
299001-4020H
239101-4000V
239101-4000H
810000-3007
810000-3008

Comfort, armrest platform, low soft
Foldable armrest, pull-knob, left,
Foldable armrest, pull-knob, right,
Foldable armrest Comfort, left
Foldable armrest Comfort, right
Turnable armrest, child, left
(no picture)
Turnable armrest, child, right
(no picture)
Fabric cover Forma armrest, black
Fabric cover Forma armrest, blue
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N-299002-4700, 299002-4700

234001-4700

274047-4700

299001-4700 etc.

804000-2011 etc.

804000-2010

800100-1001 etc.

274001-4500V, H

809000-2011, 809000-2021

299047-4600H, 299047-4600V

224047-4800 etc.

224047-4500H etc.

274001-4600H etc.

224047-4600H, 224047-4600V

624001-4700

274301-4000, 274302-4000

N299002-4700
299002-4700
234001-4700
274047-4700
299001-4700
299033-4700
299047-4700
804000-2011
804000-2010
800100-1001
800100-2001
800100-1002
800100-2002
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Head restraint, DX, U-shaped, junior
Head restraint, DX, U-shaped, adult
Head restraint, side support Comfort
Head restraint ABC, Classic and Comfort
Head restraint, Comfort with Delphi piece
Head restraint, Comfort, black dot piece
Head restraint, Comfort black skai
Head restraint Forma Comfort
Head restraint SitRite
Side support Forma 10x24 cm right
Side support Forma 10x24 cm left
Side support Forma 10x32 cm right
Side support Forma 10x32 cm left

274001-4500V
274001-4500H
809000-2011
809000-2021
299047-4600H
299047-4600H
224047-4800
224070-4800
224047-4500H
224047-4500V
224047-4501H
224047-4501V
274001-4600H
274001-4600V

Trunk support ABC left
Trunk support ABC right
Trunk support Forma left
Trunk support Forma right
Trunk support DX right for Comfort
Trunk support DX left for Comfort
Crotch gusset, Classic and Comfort
Crotch gusset, Forma
Side support 10x24 right for Classic
Side support 10x24 left for Classic
Side support 10x32 right for Classic
Side support 10x32 left for Classic
Trunk support ABC short right
Trunk support ABC short left

649103-2400

7PG-D49939, 7PG-R-net-Omni

7LINAK-4 , 7LINAK-3

7DX-DK-REMD11

7DX-REMG90-T, 7DX-REMG90A 7DX2-REM550

7DX-RJM

7DX-RJM-VIC

7DX-ACU1

7PG-R-NETLED JSM

7PG-R-NETCJSM-sw

7PG-VR2 JSM-A

274001-4602H
274001-4602V
224047-4600H
224047-4600V
624001-4700
274301-4000
274302-4000
Page 43
7PG-D49939
7PG-R-net-Omni
7LINAK-4
7LINAK-3
649103-2400
649101-2400

Trunk support ABC long right
Trunk support ABC long left
Trunk support right for Classic
Trunk support left for Classic
Trunk support reinforcement SitRite
Armrest attachment seat mounted 		
ABC complete
Armrest attachment seat mounted 		
SitRite complete
Buddy Button red
R-net-Omni
Hand control 4-functions for work chair
Hand control 3-functions for work chair
Hand control, 2-func. for work chair
Hand control, 1-function for work chair

649101-2400

7DX-ARC5

7DX-ACU1-Z

7DX-DK-REMD11 Joystick Shark
7DX-REMG90-T Joystick G90 with toggle switch
7DX-REMG90A Joystick G90 with telecom sockets 		
for external buttons
7DX2-REM550
Joystick Rem550 for Dx2 electronics
7DX-ARC5
Carer control of seat functions on 		
electric wheelchairs
7DX-RJM
External joystick
7DX-RJM-VIC
Finger control
7DX-ACU1
Control unit ACU1
7DX-ACU1-Z
Carer control model Z complete
7PG-R-NETLED JSM Joystick
7PG-R-NETCJSM-sw Joystick
7PG-VR2 JSM-A		
Joystick
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224001-6000 etc.

224047-4400, 274047-4400

674070-5500, -6600

674070-4400

624070-4400

810000-3020

224001-4900 etc.

624001-3000 etc.

224001-2050.80101026

224001-2002 etc.

224001-9210

274002-6000

224001-6000
299001-6001
299001-6002
224047-4400
624001-4100
674070-5500
674070-6600
674070-4400
624070-4400
810000-3020
224001-4900
234001-4900
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Slingback back Classic, Forma, SitRite
Slingback back Comfort seat 40, 45 cm
wide
Slingback back Comfort seat 53 cm
2-point waist belt adult, skai
4-point belt, adult
X-harness ABC, small
X-harness ABC, large
4-point waist belt ABC
4-point waist belt adult
Plexi tray Forma complete
Tray adult with attachment
Tray ABC, with attachment

274001-4900
810000-3020
624000-3000
624247-3001PL
674000-3000
699101-3501
699103-3051
224001-2050
80101026
224001-2002
224001-9210
274002-6000

Tray ABC not foldable
Plexi tray Forma complete
Flat seat work stool, customised
Flat seat 46 x 46 cm
Flat seat ABC, customised
Flat seat Comfort seat 40 and 45 cm 		
wide
Flat seat Comfort seat 53 cm wide
Push handle for Classic and ABC
Push handle Forma
Bracket for installation of footrest
Gas lever under armrest Classic
Sprung back

3001014

299101-1040

234001-1100

801000-4001 etc.

803000-4001 etc.

802000-4001 etc.

224123-3000C etc

800401-4545-SR3 etc

224133-3051-SR3 etc

7SVANKSTOD

259001-1500 STS etc

299001-1600

799001-7005

SW-00346 etc

800003-1000

284001-2020-XL, 684001-2020

3001014
Bag hook comfort seat
299101-1040
Crutches holder comfort seat
234001-1100
Footbrake pedal Classic and ABC
674301-4000
Armrest attachment under seat ABC
801000-4001 	Back and seat cover are available for
all seat models, sizes and colours
7SVANKSTOD
Back support 16x30 cm air-filled
259001-1500
Transportation service fitting pair 		
Miniflex
269001-1500
Transportation service fitting
Flexmobil complete

299001-1600
799001-7005
SW-00346
SW-00406
SW-00407
SW-00329
800003-1000
284001-2020-XL
684001-2020

Lighting set
Coarse tread tyres DX
Wheel 100 mm braked Forma
Wheel 125 mm unbraked Forma
Wheel 125 mm braked Forma
Wheel 100 mm unbraked Forma
Foot ring Forma
Foot ring Classic
Foot ring ABC
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Pixi

New wheel/tread

Pixi Small 10101850*, 10101851**
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Collision tested

Pixi Small 10101855*, 10101856**

Pixi Small,
swivel wheels

12.5 kg

35 kg

100*/120 cm**

28 cm

58.5 cm

13-35 cm

Pixi Small,
fixed wheels

12.5 kg

35 kg

100*/120 cm**

28 cm

62 cm

13-35 cm

Pixi Large,
swivel wheels

15 kg

50 kg

125*/150 cm**

33 cm

63.5 cm

13-39 cm

Pixi Large,
fixed wheels

15 kg

50 kg

125*/150 cm**

33 cm

72 cm

13-39 cm

* Short seat depth and low back/** Deep seat and high back
All strollers can be equipped with transport fittings and direction inhibitor.

Our best seller Pixi - a light, compact stroller with a comfortable seat. Pixi is easily manoeuvred, stable
and robust – perfect for families who spend a lot of time in different environments. New improved
functionality, such as the folding footrest, comes as standard and this makes it easier for a child to get
in and out of the stroller, which in turn increases their active involvement in everyday activities! To
improve ergonomics, Pixi is also equipped with an angle-adjustable push handle. A new easy-to-use
footbrake is also one of the improvements. Flame resistant according to standards ISO EN1021-1 and
1021-2. The material has also been tested for biocompatibility according to standard ISO 10993-5. All
cushions are washable. Pixi is collision tested and approved according to standards ANSI/RESNA
WC19 and ISO/CD 7176/19-1.
• Adjustable back support
• Footrest, height adjustable and foldable
• Angle-adjustable push handle
• Waist belt

Pixi Large 10101950*, 10101951**

Pixi

Pixi

Pixi Large 10101955*, 10101956**

54*/60 cm**

69x44 cm

25*/30 cm**

200/150 mm

57-110 cm

90-125°

54*/60 cm**

76x40 cm

25*/30 cm**

200/200 mm

57-110 cm

90-125°

64*/70 cm**

91x48 cm

35*/40 cm**

250/150 mm

62-120 cm

93-123°

64*/70 cm**

82x45 cm

35*/40 cm**

250/250 mm

62-120 cm

93-123°
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60102608, 60102610

60101160, 60101161

60101208

60101330

60101430, 60101431

60101655, 60101656

60102501

60101803

60101910, 60101911

60102350

60102375, 60102376

60102615, 60102620

215001-7450

60102002

60102103, 60102104

60102210, 60102211

60102608
60102610
60101160
60101161
60101208
60101330
60101430
60101431
60101655
60101656
60102501
60101803
60101910
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Back cushion, small
Back cushion, large
Hood, small grey/lime
Hood, large grey/lime
Abductor
Head support, anatomic, 3D mesh
Hand hoop, small
Hand hoop, large
Vest, small
Vest, large
Side protection
H-harness
Pelvic harness, small

60101911
60102350
60102375
60102376
60102615
60102620
215001-7450
60102002
60102103
60102104
60102210
60102211
60102826

Pelvic harness, large
Bag Alvema
Basket, small
Basket, large
Wedge cushion, small
Wedge cushion, large
Direction inhibitor, complete kit
Foot strap, 1.0 metre
Rain cape, small
Rain cape, large
Toes muff, small
Toes muff, large
Transport fitting (no picture)
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Ito

Collision tested

Ito Small 10108500C*, 10108502C**
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Ito Small 10108504C*, 10108506C**

Ito Small,
swivel wheels

12 kg

25 kg

120 cm

20-28 cm

58.5 cm

14-28 cm

Ito Small,
fixed wheels

12 kg

25 kg

120 cm

20-28 cm

58.5 cm

14-28 cm

Ito Large,
swivel wheels

13 kg

40 kg

145 cm

26-34 cm

63.5 cm

20-36 cm

Ito Large,
fixed wheels

13 kg

40 kg

145 cm

26-34 cm

63.5 cm

20-36 cm

* Solid wheels, ** Pneumatic wheels

Ergonomists, therapists and engineers have together created a stroller with a focus on both the child
and the family. Ito from Alvema combines simplicity with flexibility and low weight. It is equipped
with a tilt function and has an attractive design. It is designed for convenient, regular use without
forfeiting seating ergonomics and comfort. Moreover, Ito can be adapted to individual needs thanks
to a thoroughly thought out range of accessories.
All the seat cushioning is non-flammable according to standards ISO EN1021-1 and 1021-2. The
material has also been tested for biocompatibility according to standard ISO 10993-5. All cushions are
washable. Ito is collision tested and approved in accordance with standards ANSI/RESNA WC19 and
ISO 7176-19:2008 and it is also approved by TüV according to standards DIN EN 12182 and EN 1888.
Back extension, transport fitting, adjustable waist belt and basket included. Choose either pneumatic
or solid wheels.

Ito Large 10108600C*, 10108602C**

Ito Large 10108604C*, 10108606C**

50/62 cm

78x34 cm

22-28 cm

250/175 mm

60-114 cm

15-35°

50/62 cm

94x34 cm

22-28 cm

250/250 mm

60-114 cm

15-35°

58/72 cm

84x37 cm

28-35 cm

250/175 mm

63-120 cm

15-35°

58/72 cm

98x37 cm

28-35 cm

250/250 mm

63-120 cm

15-35°

* Solid wheels, ** Pneumatic wheels

Ito

Ito
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60101120, 60101121

60101124, 60101125

60101220

60101380, 60101381

60102520, 60102521

60101620, 60101621, 60101622

60101825, 60101826

60101820

60101920, 60101921

60101420, 60101421

60102120, 60102121

60102210, 60102211

60102106, 60102107

60102002

60102630

60102680, 60102681
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60101120
60101121
60101124
60101125
60101220
60101380
60101381
60102520
60102521
60101620
60101621
60101622
60101825
60101826

Hood, small
Hood, large
Hood protection, small
Hood protection, large
Abductor
Head support, small
Head support, large
Trunk support, small
Trunk support, large
Vest harness, small
Vest harness, medium
Vest harness, large
X-harness, small
X-harness, large

60101820
60101699
60101920
60101921
60101420
60101421
60102120
60102121
60102210
60102211
60102106
60102107
60102002

H-harness
Belt guard for wide strap
(no picture)
Pelvic harness, small
Pelvic harness, large
Hand hoop, small
Hand hoop, large
Wind protection, small
Wind protection, large
Toes muff, small
Toes muff, large
Rain cape, small
Rain cape, large
Foot straps, 1.0 metre

60102350
60102630
60102680
60102681
60102322
60102323
60101395
60101396
60103800
60103801

Bag Alvema (see Pixi picture)
Back support – air filled
Wedge cushion, small
Wedge cushion, large
Basket, small (no picture)
Basket, large (no picture)
Back extension, small (no picture)
Back extension, large (no picture)
Retrofit kit – fixed wheels, solid (no picture)
Retrofit kit – fixed wheels, pneumatic
(no picture)
60103806
Retrofit kit – swivel wheels, solid (no picture)
728001-7350 Direction inhibitor, complete kit (see picture
of Pixi)
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Atila
Atila 10208000

Atila 10208002

Atila, rubber top		

57-80 cm

50 kg

150 cm

Atila, friction brake 		

57-80 cm

50 kg

150 cm

Atila, friction brake,		
swivel wheels		
57-80 cm
50 kg
		
Atila, handbrake,
swivel wheels		
57-80 cm
50 kg
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150 cm
150 cm

Atila is a stable rollator for children! Atila is well-balanced and has ample space between the rear
wheels, making it especially suitable for children with orthoses. The hand brakes are easy to use and
give the child increased safety. The handles are soft and give a good grip.
• Stable construction
• Front fixed wheels or swivel wheels
• Friction brake or handbrake

Atila 10208003

Atila

Atila

Atila 10208001

58 cm

51 cm

5 kg

150 mm

58 cm

51 cm

5 kg

150 mm

58 cm

51 cm

6 kg

150 mm

58 cm

51 cm

6 kg

150 mm
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60102660

60102370

60102670

711-01

60102660
60102370
60102670
711-01
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Tray
Basket
Seat cushion (tray to be added)
Parking brake
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Volaris Rollators
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Volaris

Volaris rollators are developed with a focus on design,
functionality and safety to improve the quality of life
for the elderly and the physically handicapped.
Volaris rollators are manufactured by Eurovema in
Sweden in accordance with the applicable standard
for walking aids, ISO 11199-2:2005. The Comfort
Frame™ construction enables the rollator to run
smoothly over uneven ground. The x-section construction facilitates folding and enables it to stand vertically
when folded. The heights of the handles and seat can
be adjusted to the user without the use of tools. The
handles are soft and anatomically adapted.
The brake provides an ”intelligent” linkage system. The
rollators are equipped with VABS, the Volaris Advanced
Brake System, to provide the rollator with an enhanced
braking effect. Both the service and parking brake are
easily accessible and assist with safe braking.
The rollators can be equipped with various accessories
to optimally match the user's needs.
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Volaris Rollators

Compact

Compact
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 olaris Compact is a light and versatile rollator
V
which is approved for indoor and outdoor use, with
functionality to suit all users. With a width of only
53 cm, the Compact rollator is even easier to manoeuvre in tight spaces, allowing you to go where
you want when out on the town or when travelling.

Compact

6.8 kg

125 kg

Yes/Yes

53 cm

62 cm

Compact Low

6.8 kg

125 kg

Yes/Yes

53 cm

62 cm

Dark details

Fixed transport strap (option)

Compact

Folded

robust transport lock

Compact 1711070
(Available in natural anodised aluminium)

Compact Low 1810070
(Available in dark grey anodised aluminium)

36 cm

73-88 cm

43-57 cm

150x32 mm

27 cm

36 cm

63-79 cm

43-47 cm

150x32 mm

27 cm
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Smart

Smart/Shadow Line

 he rollator can be used both indoors and outdoors.
T
Seat and handle can be adjusted easily. The Smart
rollator can therefore satisfy several user groups,
which also provides logistical advantages. The rollator
has rear facing ergonomic handles. The Smart rollator
has natural anodised aluminium and orange details.
The Shadow Line has dark grey anodised aluminium
and black details.

Discovery

The Volaris Discovery is a stylish rollator for indoor and outdoor use. The dark-grey anodised aluminium
frame and discreetly placed details give the Discovery rollator an elegant design. The soft, wide wheels
minimise vibrations in the handle, making it especially suitable for people with pain in their hands or
those suffering from rheumatism.

Patrol

The Volaris Patrol is especially suitable for outdoor use, with large, soft, shock-absorbing wheels that
make it ideal for use on uneven surfaces, getting on and off trains or walking on pavements and
cobblestones. The handle height is among the highest available, which is good if you are taller than
180 cm. Despite all the functions and large wheels, the rollator is relatively light (8.8 kg); it is also
very easy to use and moves easily! It will make your excursions enjoyable and you will feel secure!
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Smart*

7.8 kg

150 kg

Yes/Yes

59 cm

74 cm

Shadow Line*

7.8 kg

150 kg

Yes/Yes

59 cm

74 cm

Discovery*

8.1 kg

150 kg

Yes/Yes

60 cm

74 cm

Patrol**

8.8 kg

150 kg

Yes/Yes

59 cm

84 cm

* Low

- 0.3 kg

** Patrol Low

-0.3 kg

Smart
Large soft wheels (Patrol)

Dark details

Fixed transport strap (option)

robust transport lock

Smart 1422170

Discovery 1441170

41 cm

76-102 cm

46-60 cm

200x32 mm

27 cm

41 cm

76-102 cm

46-60 cm

200x32 mm

27 cm

41 cm

76-102 cm

46-60 cm

200x42 mm

28 cm

41 cm

82-107 cm

52-66 cm

260x34 mm

27 cm

		

68-83 cm

46-50 cm

		

74-88 cm

52-56 cm		

28 cm
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Patrol/Discovery XL
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Patrol/Discovery XL

Patrol XL and Discovery XL have all the characteristics of the Patrol and Discovery, with their large, soft,
flexible wheels, ergonomic handle and the intelligent
system without cables (VABS). The seat is also extra
wide, 47 cm in total. Patrol XL and Discovery XL have
a maximum user weight of 160 kg and are suitable for users between 150 and 210 cm tall. The XL rollator
is also available in a low model and then it is suitable for users between 140 and 190 cm tall, with a maximum user weight of 160 kg. The rollator is stable and safe, both during activity and rest, indoors and
outdoors. There are many practical accessories available that fix easily to the rollator and which enhance
its use in daily life!

Patrol XL

9.3 kg

160 kg

Yes/Yes

65 cm

84 cm

Patrol XL Low

9.0 kg

160 kg

Yes/Yes

65 cm

84 cm

Discovery XL

8.6 kg

160 kg

Yes/Yes

66 cm

74 cm

Discovery XL Low 8.3 kg

160 kg

Yes/Yes

66 cm

74 cm

Extra wide seat (6 cm)

Fixed transport strap (option)

robust transport lock

Patrol XL 1632176

Patrol/Discovery XL

Large soft wheels (Patrol)

Discovery XL 1441176

47 cm

82-107 cm

52-66 cm

260x34 mm

29 cm

47 cm

74-88 cm

52-66 cm

260x34 mm

29 cm

47 cm

76-102 cm

46-60 cm

200x42 mm

30 cm

47 cm

68-83 cm

46-50 cm

200x42 mm

30 cm
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S7
S7 Rollators
Volaris rollators have been developed with the focus on design,
functionality and safety in order to
improve the quality of life for the
elderly and the physically handicapped.
The rollators have an x-design and
remain standing when folded. The
Comfort Frame TM design also
means the rollator runs smoothly
over uneven ground, and comfort is
also reinforced by models with soft,
wide or large wheels. Apart from
the rollators being available in different sizes, the height of the seat as
well as the handle can be adjusted
to suit the individual user. The brake
system is clear and safe.
The S7 rollator is equipped with
VABS, the Volaris Advanced Brake
System,
to provide it with an enhanced braking effect. Braking can be applied
rapidly since you walk holding the
handle of the rollator.
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S7

7.5 kg

150 kg

yes/yes

59 cm

cc 54 cm max. 74 cm

S7 Black

7.5 kg

150 kg

yes/yes

59 cm

cc 54 cm max. 74 cm

S7 Low

7.3 kg

150 kg

yes/yes

59 cm

cc 54 cm max. 74 cm

S7
Folded

Anatomical handle
(option)

S7 1422150

S7 Black 1427150

40.5 cm

76-102 cm

46-60 cm

cc 47 cm

200x32 mm

27 cm

40.5 cm

76-102 cm

46-60 cm

cc 47 cm

200x32 mm

27 cm

40.5 cm

68-85 cm

46-50 cm

cc 47 cm

200x32 mm

27 cm
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Kid

Kid

 id is a stable rollator for children! It is well-balanced
K
and has ample space between the rear wheels,
making it especially suitable for children with
orthoses. The hand brakes are easy to use and give
the child increased safety. The handles are soft,
provide a solid grip and are available in several bright
colours. Restriction brake fitted as standard.

Kid
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6.5 kg

60 kg

Yes/Yes

53 cm

62 cm

Kid
Handle grip

Anatomical handle grip

Restriction brake

Kid 1918076

36 cm

58-70 cm

42 cm

150x32 mm

27 cm
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2491000

2490600, 2490610

2496200

2412200

2412210-1

2412220-1

2413200, 2413210, 2413230

2498300, 2498400, 2498500

2422300, 2422100, 2422200

2495200

2494200

2431200

2441200

2460200

2432200

2410200, 2410230

			
2491000
2490600
2490610
2496200
2412200
2412210-1
2412220-1
2413200
2413210
2413230
2498300
2498400
2498500
2498700

2422300
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Lamp
Tray Smart, grey
Tray Compact/Kid, black
Umbrella/parasol
Bag
Bag, grey*
Bag, black/cognac*
Textile basket
Textile basket Compact
Textile basket XL
Handle, red
Handle, blue
Handle, orange
Handle grip Kid anatomical
(no picture)
Back support adjustable

2422100
2422200
2495200
2494200
2431200
2441200
2460200
2432200
2410200
2410230
2461006V
2461006H
2461000
2421200
2492100

Back support Compact (no pict.)
Back support (no picture)
Transportation band
Seat padding
Bottle holder
Oxygen cylinder holder
Restriction brake
Walking stick holder
Basket
Basket, XL
Single-handed brake Smart left
Single-handed brake Smart right
Single-handed brake S7 (no pict.)
Anatomical handle S7 (no pict.)
Profile strip/cover strip Smart
(no picture)
* Pattern and colour may vary

2461006V, H
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